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Abstract

We examine methods to estimate the average and variance of test error

rates over a set of classi�ers� We begin with the process of drawing a

classi�er at random for each example� Given validation data� the average

test error rate can be estimated as if validating a single classi�er� Given

the test example inputs� the variance can be computed exactly� Next� we

consider the process of drawing a classi�er at random and using it on all

examples� Once again� the expected test error rate can be validated as if

validating a single classi�er� However� the variance must be estimated by

validating all classifers� which yields loose or uncertain bounds�
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� Introduction

The average and variance of the test error rate over a set of classi�ers are
indicators of the potential performance ability of the classi�ers as an ensemble�
in which their decisions are combined through some form of fusion �Bishop�
���	
 Jacobs et� al�� ����
 Jordan and Jacobs� ����
 Perrone and Cooper� ����

Wolpert� ����� Estimates of these indicators can be used to select a single set
of trained classi�ers� from a collection of sets� to develop as an ensemble�

Estimates of the average test error rate also have applications to error es�
timation by inference� a method in which uniform error estimates over a large
set of classi�ers are produced with high con�dence by exploiting similarities
among the classi�ers� First� uniform error estimates are derived for a small
�core� set of classi�ers� using standard worst�case assumptions about the un�
derlying distributions and rates of agreement among the core classi�ers� Then�
for each classi�er in the large set� the error is estimated by inference from the
error estimates over the core classi�ers� The inference is based on the fact that
the di�erence in error rates between the classi�er from the large set and each
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core classi�er can be no greater than the rate of disagreement between the two
classi�ers�

In the simplest scheme� the error rate of the classi�er from the large set is
estimated by inference from the most similar core classi�er� In �Bax� Cataltepe�
and Sill� ������ this scheme is used to estimate the test error rate of the classi�er
chosen by early stopping� A more complex method employs linear programming
to estimate the error rate by inference from all core classi�ers� In �Bax� ������
linear programming is used to estimate the test error rates of voting committees
and other ensembles�

If there are few core classi�ers� their error rates can be uniformly estimated
with high con�dence� If each classi�er in the large set has a high rate of agree�
ment with one or more core classi�ers� then the error estimates are accurate�
Hence� we can achieve good estimates by partitioning the large set of classi�ers
into subsets with high rates of agreement and de�ning a core classi�er corre�
sponding to each subset by the following process � given an input� choose a
classi�er at random from the subset� and apply it� The error rate of this core
classi�er is the average error rate over the classi�ers in the subset� One result
of this paper is the development of estimates of the error rate for this type of
core classi�er�

� Review of VC�Style Error Estimates

��� Framework

Our machine learning framework has the following structure� There is an un�
known boolean�valued target function and an unknown distribution over its
input space� For example� the input distribution could be typical data about
credit card applicants� and the target function could be � if the applicant de�
faults within 	 years of being issued a credit card and zero otherwise�

We have a sequence of trained classi�ers g�� � � � � gM � We have d validation
examples which were not used to train the classi�ers� We may also have d� test
inputs �but not the corresponding outputs�� We assume that the validation and
test inputs were drawn independently at random according to the underlying
input distribution� We also assume that the validation outputs were determined
by the target function�

The error rate of a classi�er over a data set is the rate of disagreement over
the inputs between the classi�er and the target function� The ultimate goal is to
produce a classi�er with low error rate on the test data� In this paper� we focus
on using validation data and test inputs to estimate the average and variance
of test error rates over classi�ers g�� � � � � gM �





��� Single�Classi�er Estimate

The �rst step to develop estimates of the average test error rate over several
classi�ers is to develop an estimate for the test error rate of a single classi�er�
We follow the development found in �Vapnik� ����� in which a result due to
Hoe�ding �Hoe�ding� ����� is used to bound the con�dence of estimating the
test error rate by the validation error rate�

Let gm � fg�� � � � � gMg be a classi�er chosen without reference to validation
error rate� Let �m be the validation error rate of gm� and let ��m be the test
error rate� Let �m be the expected error rate over the entire input distribution�
i�e�� the average test error rate over all randomly drawn test sets� We use the
following bound by Hoe�ding � if random variables X�� � � � � Xn are independent
and bounded by ai � Xi � bi� then� for � � ��

PrfjX � �j � �g � e��n����
P

n

i��
�bi�ai�

�

���

where X is the sample mean of X�� � � � � Xn�
If we assign n � d� and de�ne

Xi �

�
� if gm is correct on validation example i
� if gm is incorrect on validation example i

��

then � � �m� bi � �� ai � �� and X is the validation error rate �m�
Set � � �

� and use the bound�

Prfj�m � �mj �
�


g � e��d�� �

�
���
P

d

i��
����� � e�

�

�
��d ���

A similar bound applies to the test error rate ��m�

Prfj��m � �mj �
�


g � e�

�

�
��d�

���

Consider the probability that the validation error rate is not a good estimate
of the test error rate�

Prfj��m � �mj � �g �	�

This event implies either j��m � �mj �
�
� or j�m � �mj �

�
� or both� So

Prfj��m � �mj � �g � Prfj��m � �mj �
�


or j�m � �mj �

�


g ���

Bound the probability of the union event by the sum of event probabilities�

Prfj��m � �mj � �g � e�
�

�
��d�

� e�
�

�
��d � �e�

�

�
��D ���

where D � min�d� d��� To obtain a bound on the con�dence of the estimate�
take the complement of the LHS� subtract the RHS from �� and reverse the
inequality�

Prfj��m � �mj 	 �g � �� �e�
�

�
��D ���

Hence� with con�dence at least � � �e�
�

�
��D� the test error rate is within � of

the validation error rate�
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��� Uniform Estimate

For comparison with the single�classi�er estimate and the estimates of averages
that we derive later� we now derive a bound for the con�dence that the validation
error rates are uniformly good estimates of corresponding test error rates over
g�� � � � � gM � We follow the derivation for VC analysis found in �Vapnik� �����

Consider the probability of failure for at least one single�classi�er estimate�

Prfj��� � ��j � � or � � � or j��M � �M j � �g ���

Bound the probability of the union event by the sum of event probabilities�

� Prfj��� � ��j � �g� � � ��Prfj��M � �M j � �g ����

Use the bound ��� for each probability� The result is

Prfj��� � ��j � � or � � � or j��M � �M j � �g � �Me�
�

�
��D ����

To obtain the bound� take the complement of the LHS� subtract the RHS from
�� and reverse the inequality�

Prfj��� � ��j 	 � and � � � and j��M � �M j 	 �g � �� �Me�
�

�
��D ���

Note that the con�dence of uniform estimation over g�� � � � � gM � i�e�� ���Me�
�

�
��D �

is much lower than the con�dence for a single classi�er� i�e�� �� �e�
�

�
��D� when

the number of classi�ers M is large or when the size of the data set D is small�
In the following sections� we show that the average error rate over classi�ers
g�� � � � � gM can be estimated with the same high degree of con�dence that is
achieved in the estimation of error rate for a single classi�er�

� Draw a Classi�er for Each Example

Consider the following random process� For each example in a data set �with
inputs drawn i�i�d� from an underlying distribution�� draw a classi�er from
fg�� � � � � gMg uniformly at random� and apply the classi�er to the example input�

��� Validation of Average Test Error Rate

Let random variable �r be the error rate achieved by the process on the valida�
tion data� and let ��r be the error rate on the test data� We will show

Prfj��r � �rj 	 �g � �� �e�
�

�
��D ����

By ���� the result holds for a single nonrandom classi�er with validation error
rate �r and test error rate ��r� Move the random selection of a classi�er to the
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input distribution by adding an input variable that takes on values �� � � � �M with
equal probabilities� independent of the distribution over the old variables� De�ne
a new classi�er that examines the new variable and applies the corresponding
classi�er to the old variables� This single nonrandom classi�er has error rate
distributions identical to the distributions of �r and ��r�

��� Calculation of Test Error Rate Variance

Given the test example inputs� we can compute the variance of the test error
rates over applications of the random classi�er� Let wj be a random variable
that has value � if a randomly selected classi�er misclassi�es test example j�
Then the test error rate is the random variable

d�X
j��

wj

d�
����

The variables
wj

d�
are independent since the choice of classi�er for each example

is independent� Since the test error rate is the sum of independent variables�
the variance is the sum of variances over the individual variables�

Let pj be the fraction of classi�ers that return � for example j� If the correct
label is �� then

wj �

�
� with probability pj
� with probability �� pj

��	�

Since wj is a Bernoulli variable with �success� probability pj

Var�wj� � pj��� pj� ����

If the correct label is �� then

wj �

�
� with probability �� pj
� with probability pj

����

So

Var�wj� � ��� pj�pj ����

The variance is the same in both cases�

Summing over individual variables� we compute the variance of the test error
rate�

d�X
j��

Var�
wj

d�
� � �

�

d�
��

d�X
j��

pj��� pj� ����

where pj is the fraction of classi�ers that return � for test example j�

	



� Draw a Single Classi�er for All Examples

Now consider the following random process� Draw a classi�er uniformly at
random from fg�� � � � � gMg� and apply it to all examples in the validation and
test sets�

��� Validation of Average Test Error Rate

We will show that the average error rate over classi�ers can be estimated as if
validating a single classi�er� i�e�

Prfj
�

M

MX
m��

��m �
�

M

MX
m��

�mj � �g � �e�
�

�
��D ���

Since expectations commute� the average over classi�ers of the average error over
examples equals the average over examples of the average error over classi�ers�
This is important because the average error over classi�ers is i�i�d� from example
to example�

In more detail� let emj be the error of classi�er gm on validation example
j� Hence� emj � � if gm misclassi�es example j� and emj � � if gm correctly
classi�es the example� De�ne e�mj similarly for test examples� Note

�

M

MX
m��

�m �
�

M

MX
m��

�

d

dX
j��

emj �
�

d

dX
j��

�
�

M

MX
m��

emj� ���

The random variables �
M

PM
m�� emj are i�i�d� since the example inputs are

drawn i�i�d� from the input distribution�
By the Hoe�ding bound ���� the bound for a single classi�er�

Prfj��m � �mj � �g � Prfj
�

d�

d�X
j��

e�mj �
�

d

dX
j��

emj j � �g � �e�
�

�
��D ��

holds because the errors on independently drawn examples are random variables
in ��� ��� Since the average error over classi�ers is also a random variable in ��� ���

Prfj
�

d�

d�X
j��

�
�

M

MX
m��

e�mj��
�

d

dX
j��

�
�

M

MX
m��

emj�j � �g � �e�
�

�
��D ���

��� Bound on Average Test Error Rate

Given the test example inputs� we can bound the average test error rate� For
each test example� the average error over classi�ers is either the fraction of
classi�ers that return � or the fraction that return �� Let pj be the fraction of
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classi�ers that return � for example j� Then the average test error rate is in the
range

�
�

d�

d�X
j��

min�pj � �� pj��
�

d�

d�X
j��

max�pj � �� pj�� ���

The range is centered about �
� since min�pj � �� pj� � ��max�pj � �� pj��

��� Validation of Test Error Rate Variance

Now consider using validation data to estimate the variance of test error rates
over classi�ers when we draw one classi�er at random for the entire data set�
Since the test error rates are generally not independent among the classi�ers�
we cannot partition the estimate by examples as we did to estimate the average�
Instead� we validate all classi�ers and use the obtained bounds to bound the
accuracy of estimating test error variance by validation error variance�

Choose some bound tightness � � ��� ��� Recall from ���

Prfmax
m

j��m � �mj 	 �g � �� �Me�
�

�
��D �	�

Let 
m be the residual of estimating the test error rate by the validation error
rate� i�e� 
m � ��m � �m� With con�dence � � �Me�

�

�
��D� j
mj 	 � for all

classi�ers gm�
To bound the error due to estimating the test error variance over classi�ers by

the validation error variance over classi�ers� �rst expand the test error variance
using a well�known identity from probability theory �Feller� ����� p�����

Var���� � E������ �E������ ���

Replace test error rates by validation error rates and residuals�

Var���� � E��� � 
���� �E�� � 
��� ���

Expectation is a linear operator�

Var���� � E��� � 
���� �E��� � E�
��� ���

Expand�

Var���� � E���� � E��
� � E�
��� E���� � E���E�
�� E�
�� ���

Collect variances�

Var���� � �E����� E����� � E��
�� E���E�
� � �E�
��� E�
��� ����

Var���� � Var��� � E��
� � E���E�
� � Var�
� ����

�



Subtract Var��� from both sides and take absolute values�

jVar�����Var���j � j�E��
�� E���E�
�� � Var�
�j ���

Assume j
mj 	 � for all classi�ers gm� For � � ��� �� and 
 � ���� ��� the RHS
is maximized when ��� 
� � ������ with probability �

� � and ��� 
� � ��� �� with
probability �

� � In this case�

j�E��
�� E���E�
�� � Var�
�j � j�
�


�� �� � ��j � �� �� ����

Since j
mj 	 � for all classi�ers with con�dence �� �Me�
�

�
��D �

PrfjVar�����Var���j 	 �� ��g � �� �Me�
�

�
��D ����

Because we use uniform estimation of residuals over all classi�ers to estimate
test error rate variance� the con�dence is much weaker than for the estimate of
average test error rate�

� Conclusion

We have shown that the average test error rate over a set of classi�ers can
be estimated as if validating a single classi�er� We have also shown that the
variance of test error for the process of drawing a classi�er at random for each
example can be computed exactly from the test inputs� However� for the process
of drawing a single classi�er to use on all data� our estimate of the variance
requires us to validate all classi�ers�

It may not be possible to obtain a better estimate for variance in the general
case� However� there are better approaches for speci�c cases� The di�erence in
error rates between classi�ers is bounded by the rate of disagreement� Hence� if
the classi�ers agree on many test examples� then the variance can be bounded
using bounds on error rate di�erences�
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